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DESIGN

My personal stationary was creating using colors that I have used to express myself ever since childhood. The flowers of my logo represent my Norwegian 
culture. They are based off of the “blåveis” flower which is a symbol that spring has sprung in Norway, which happens around my birthday every year. 
Furthermore, I chose to use the typeface Bodoni for its timeless elegance and sophistication. Bodoni’s sleek lines and classic aesthetic complements the 
organic forms  of the floral elements in my logo, creating a harmonious balance between tradition and modernity.
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Naturel Perfume is a high-end brand, which pride themselves with using all natural and organic ingredients. The earthy tones of the 
packaging help create a natural feel of the brand. In addition, the simplistic line drawings also create a high-end and delicate feel to the 
brand. Since Naturel focuses on clean products, they ensure that their products are paraben free, colorant free, and hypoallergenic so their 
products can be used by all consumers without concern. Naturel also strives for substainable products, as they use recycled products for 
their bottle and packaging. In addition, 98% of their raw materials are sourced from France, where the manufacturing facilities are solar 
powered to lessen the CO2 emission.









FRA FJELL TIL FJORD
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Fra Fjell til Fjord is a passsion project publication which celebrates the cultural heritage, beautiful landscapes, and unique identity of 
Norway. This project seeks to encaptivate the essense of Norway’s language and folklore in a visually captivating and enriching manner. Each 
photograph has been thoughtfully chosen to encapsulate carious facets of the country, ensuring a rich portrayal. Drawing inspiration from 
Norway’s modern art style, using the typographic font Bodoni offers a bold but sleek font that enhances the simplistic modern art style. The 
sans-serif typeface Helvetica Neue contrasts with the serif Bodoni, creating a balanced feel while flipping through the pages.

Traditions

One thing that is very traditional to Norway is the Bunad dresses. 
They are worn to traditional celebrations such as weddings, birthdays, 
baptisms, confirmations, Constitution Day.
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Chrysalis is a brand that makes functional chocolate bars, which include ingredients to help reduce stress, anxiety, and help energize. While 
doing so, the brand also gives a portion of their profit to facilities that help with the current endangered butterflies, since more than 200 
species have become extinct within the last 80 years. The colors used on each individual bar are inspired from the species of butterfly that 
each bar represent, creating a unique patters on every bar. 

formulated to help stress
Avenir Medium
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Chloé’s Mediterranean Grill is a small farm to table restaurant, which focuses on serving fresh and organic ingredients straight from their 
source. With the use of the muted pastel colors, this brings to life the touch of the family owned Mediterranean inspired restaurant. The 
quick line drawings enhance the importance of the simplistic ingredients, which are sourced from local farms around the area. 
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Lorimer No 2

Juicy Pro

Flashsk8 is a company based out of Los Angeles California, where street skating first began. Flashsk8 sells skateboards, longboards, ramps, 
wheels, decks, safety equipment, and more. Run by women, Flashsk8 is making a space for female skating, and empowering females in 
skating, which may mostly be seen as a male dominated sport. The bright pink and bright orange colors used in the logo are inspired by LA’s 
colorful art scene.




